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Abstract— High accuracy, synchronized clocks are essential to1

a growing number of Internet applications. Standard protocols2

and their associated server infrastructure typically enable client3

clocks to synchronize to the order of tens of milliseconds.4

We address one of the key challenges to high precision Internet5

timekeeping - the intrinsic contribution to clock error of underly-6

ing path asymmetry between client and time server, a fundamental7

barrier to microsecond level accuracy. We first exploit results of8

a unique measurement study to reliably quantify asymmetry by9

taking routing changes into account for the first time, and then to10

infer the impacts on timing. We then describe three approaches11

to addressing the path asymmetry problem: LBBE, SBBE and12

K-SBBE, each based on timestamp exchange with multiple13

servers, with the goal of tightening bounds on asymmetry for14

each client. We explore their capabilities and limitations through15

simulation and model-based argument. We show that substantial16

improvements are possible, and discuss whether, and how, the17

goal of microsecond accuracy might be attained.18

Index Terms— Time, NTP, high precision clock synchroniza-19

tion, internet path asymmetry, microsecond accuracy, measure-20

ment, internet timing.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

ACCURATE, high precision time synchronization between23

Internet-connected hosts is essential to a growing num-24

ber of applications. Examples include on-line multi-player25

gaming where event synchronization is critical to quality of26

experience; financial applications where timing on execution27

of transactions can have huge implications; network mea-28

surement where one-way path measurements of issues like29

congestion require synchronized hosts; and in distributed data-30

bases to enforce consistency. While Internet time keeping—or31

iHorology— has been widely studied, there remain significant32

challenges in fine-grained clock synchronization at scale.33

The standard framework for synchronizing clocks between34

distributed hosts has three components. The first is a set of35

servers with reliable clocks of high accuracy and precision36
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that provide an authoritative source of time. The second is the 37

protocol mechanism that specifies the information exchange 38

between the remote server(s) and client(s), and the third 39

is a client synchronization algorithm that adjusts the local 40

clock based on that information, in order to achieve tight 41

synchronization between client and server. Standards such as 42

the Network Time Protocol (NTP) and its implementations 43

[1], [2], that realize this framework have been shown to enable 44

synchronization on the order of a few milliseconds. 45

In this paper, we address the problem of client clock offset 46

in the Internet, by which we mean the systematic error that a 47

client clock exhibits. There are two key challenges, (i) the fact 48

that clients and reference servers communicate over Internet 49

paths that are dynamic, not just in terms of packet latencies, 50

but also in the routes that packets traverse, and (ii) asymmetry 51

in the minimal latencies in the opposite directions along the 52

path, due to the fact that packets typically travel through 53

different network elements in each direction. The first of 54

these challenges is addressed with robust synchronization algo- 55

rithms, resulting in some residual, hopefully small, average 56

offset error. The second is inherent and cannot be tackled by 57

any algorithm working alone. In practice these combine to 58

produce an overall offset error, but we posit that the most 59

important of these, which we focus on, is that due to path 60

asymmetry. 61

In this paper, by “asymmetry” we mean underlying path 62

asymmetry. This is not the instantaneous asymmetry that 63

individual packets experience over a given path, but instead 64

the precise value of the difference in minimal possible delay in 65

the two directions. This quantity can remain constant over long 66

periods, but also suffers variability over time as paths change 67

due to changes in routing and/or underlying transmission 68

networks. The broad goal of our work is to enable reliable 69

client clock synchronization on the order of microseconds. 70

Without tackling the issue of underlying path asymmetry, this 71

goal absolutely cannot be approached, much less achieved. 72

To justify our claim of the importance of path asymmetry, 73

we provide a fundamental model for network clock synchro- 74

nization that shows that even under idealized conditions, asym- 75

metry translates directly to offset estimation errors. We then 76

use a unique reference dataset from our previous work [3] 77

with high-accuracy One Way Delay (OWD) measurements to 78

deepen insight into the issue, by identifying and characterizing 79

path asymmetry in the Internet. We find that path asymmetries 80

are common, significant and variable, and that their expected 81

impact on offset error is typically greater than 1 ms and can be 82

as much as 100’s of ms. We reveal for the first time structures 83

in the variability of underlying asymmetry between client and 84
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server over time, explain them, and point out that ignoring85

this variability risks producing ill-defined ‘averages’ of little86

value. Our empirical analysis serves as the foundation for an87

asymmetry model that can be used in simulations, and, in a88

unique approach, to gain insights into asymmetry impacts.89

In particular we explain how self-induced asymmetry jitter,90

which is triggered by a client changing its reference server,91

can degrade clock offsets to a significant degree, an effect92

that increases with the number of servers used.93

Next, we describe a general approach for reducing the94

impact of path asymmetry, by utilizing information from95

multiple servers simultaneously to establish tighter bounds96

on asymmetry. This problem is unrelated to the well known97

idea of using multiple servers in a more general sense for98

redundancy (see the discussion at the end of Section VI-A).99

We utilize both a model and measurement data to show that100

estimation bounds tighten as the number of contacted servers101

grows, however the extent of tightening is modest, and depends102

strongly on which servers are included.103

We address what would appear to be a fundamental limi-104

tation to further reduction of offset errors by utilizing inde-105

pendent, a priori information about the network. Our first106

approach, SBBE, is deterministic. It takes advantage of a107

speed-of-light (SoL) delay approximation between a client and108

multiple servers to establish strict lower bounds on OWDs.109

The second approach, LBBE, inspired by [4], is statistical.110

It combines SoL delay with measured OWDs between land-111

mark servers to learn delay bound estimates in the network,112

leading to bounds which are apparently tighter, but which can113

sometimes be invalid. Our third approach, K-SBBE, improves114

SBBE significantly by incorporating partial information about115

the route between client and server.116

We use simulation to evaluate our methods, based on models117

reflecting fundamental principles of asymmetry and its impact118

on timing. Simulation is required because of the near impossi-119

bility of controlling a non-trivial population of geographically120

distributed clocks (let alone the 1050 we use), each with the121

reference timing required for validation. The nature of our122

goal: the evaluation of fundamental limits and impacts, and123

pathways to their mitigation, is well suited to the simulation124

setting, as detailed network and traffic models are not needed125

to achieve robust insights. Our results show that each method126

has the potential to achieve significant improvements in offset127

estimates compared to a protocol that ignores path asymmetry.128

We show that this can be done utilizing a modest number129

of servers, and that results are robust to congestion induced130

variability given a modest number of measurements.131

Throughout, we describe why and to what extent our132

methods fall short of the goal of microsecond level timing.133

We conclude by assessing how close to the goal we have come,134

and how the remaining gap might be bridged. This work does135

not raise any ethical issues.136

II. INTERNET TIMING BACKGROUND137

We focus the discussion on the Network Time Protocol138

(NTP), since it is by far the most widely used timing protocol139

in the Internet. The original version of NTP [5] enabled clock140

synchronization on the order of 10’s to 100’s of milliseconds.141

The current standard for NTP is described in RFC 5905 [6].142

NTP uses a hierarchy of clocks to provide timing informa- 143

tion to end-host clients. At the top are the stratum-0 references: 144

stable, high-accuracy clocks based on GPS-based receivers 145

or atomic sources. These are not networked servers, but act 146

as reference sources of Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) 147

to stratum-1 servers through direct, local connections. For 148

s = 1, 2, . . . 15, stratum–(s + 1) servers synchronize over 149

the network to stratum-s servers. Clients typically connect to 150

stratum-2 or 3 servers, and often connect to multiple servers 151

in an attempt to improve synchronization, or for redundancy. 152

The independent, but widely used NTP pool server infrastruc- 153

ture [7] is designed so that a convenient DNS request for 154

pool.ntp.org results in multiple server IP addresses that 155

are geographically ‘close’ to the client. 156

NTP client software, ntpd, is included in most operating 157

system distributions. It maintains a periodic request-response 158

packet exchange ‘polling’ reference servers, each resulting in 159

four timestamps, recording when (i) the client request is sent, 160

(ii) is received by the server, (iii) is sent back from the server, 161

and (iv) is received at the client. These values are used by 162

ntpd heuristics to attempt to drive clock error to zero. Polling 163

frequency is determined by the measured round-trip delay, 164

jitter and local oscillator frequency. 165

Client clock errors can be introduced by a variety of 166

factors: quality of client oscillators, variability of network path 167

latencies, dynamics of the clock synchronization algorithm, 168

and underlying path asymmetry, which is the focus here. 169

III. RELATED WORK 170

Internet Clock synchronization has been studied for many 171

years (as a small sample, see [8]–[10]), yet despite its 172

importance as a major source of error, many works do not 173

even mention path asymmetry, few address it, and very few 174

address it in any meaningful way with reliable measurements 175

or analysis. None that we are aware of combine theoretical 176

understanding with practical approaches to tackle asymmetry 177

issues in Internet timing practice. Note that generic NTP 178

configuration guidelines, for example those at support.net.org, 179

advising server diversity, do so from the perspective of redun- 180

dancy, and general traffic and latency minimization. These are 181

orthogonal to the detailed asymmetry considerations addressed 182

here. We do not discuss the IEEE-1588 standard as it is 183

restricted to LANs. 184

Internet measurement literature: Internet routing asymmetry 185

at the IP level has been studied, for example [11]–[16]. One 186

of the first was Paxson [17], who used IP addresses returned 187

by TTL-limited probing to identify asymmetries between a 188

set of deployed measurement nodes. Pathak et al. [18] study 189

Internet path asymmetry using OWD measurements in addition 190

to IP level routing. However their study is inherently limited 191

by the accuracy of the NTP-based time synchronization on 192

their measurement nodes. Lin et al. examined data from 63 193

(resp. 361) stratum-1 servers with a polling period of 90s 194

(resp. 90min.) over 24hrs (resp. 115hrs) [19]. They found that 195

NTP enables synchronization with a median error of 2–5 ms 196

but that error can often be much greater. They also showed 197

that inaccuracies were due primarily to server inaccuracy, path 198

asymmetries and queuing delays, however this was not based 199

on any methodology enabling congestion, routing and server 200
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effects to be disambiguated. In contrast, our study uses a201

much larger and more authoritative dataset of synchronized202

nodes [3], at 1 second granularity, to study asymmetry in203

detail. In prior work we used this dataset to study the quality204

of stratum-1 servers [20], [21]. Now we exploit it to survey205

path asymmetry. More generally, we are the first to measure206

asymmetry while accounting in a principled way for the207

strongly distorting effect of routing changes, and the first to208

propose a model for empirical Internet asymmetries.209

Synchronization analysis literature: Marzullo and210

Owicki [8] were the first to suggest that that intersecting clock211

error intervals derived from neighboring clock comparisons212

could be used to improve local estimates. This was refined213

by Freris et al. [22] who derived fundamental limits to joint214

synchronization of a network of affine clocks, and related215

results were obtained by Huygens [23] in the context of Data216

Center synchronization. In contrast, our work develops a217

model that is fully consistent with the general work of [22],218

but is focused on the individual client viewpoint, using219

assumptions and solution approaches that are Internet-aware220

and capable of addressing the practical problem of asymmetry221

mitigation for Internet timekeeping. They could, in principle,222

be incorporated into existing synchronization algorithms223

such as Huygens, NTP, RADClock [2] and even potentially224

SPoT [24].225

IV. ASYMMETRY AND TIMING: FOUNDATIONS226

In this section we describe the underlying model of227

network clock synchronization, explain why path asymme-228

try is so important, and why is it a difficult problem.229

We exploit a unique dataset to make reliable measurements230

of asymmetry found in the Internet, and then exploit these231

measurements in three ways: (i) to propose a model that232

describes observed asymmetry and informs our simulations233

(Section IV-C), (ii) to illustrate the reality and dangers of234

asymmetry jitter (Section V-A), and (iii) to demonstrate the235

principles of how asymmetry diversity can be exploited as a236

resource to reduce impacts on timekeeping, and to evaluate its237

potential (Section V-B).238

A. Fundamentals239

Consider a client clock C(t), with error E(t) = C(t) ! t,240

and a server clock S(t), where t is the true time. The241

fundamental idea in remote synchronization using a round-242

trip c"s"c timestamp exchange, illustrated in Figure 1, is to243

reduce the error of C by comparing against S(ts). To respect244

causality, any corrective constant we might add to C must be245

such that the server timestamp is ‘placed’ in between those246

of the (corrected) client, that is: C(ta) < S(ts) < C(tf ).247

The question is, where exactly should it be put? The simple248

and common answer is to position S(ts) in the middle,249

corresponding to an assumption of path symmetry. The correct250

answer, which would reduce E(t) to zero, is such that after251

correction S(ts)!C(ta) = d!, and C(tf )!S(ts) = d", where252

d! and d" are the forward (c"s) and backward (s"c) delays253

respectively. However the client cannot do this as it cannot254

measure these delays! It can only observe the measured delays255

D! = d! ! E(t), and D" = d" + E(t). A measured forward256

Fig. 1. The route model with positive asymmetry a, resulting in ts being
a/2 from the midpoint t = (tf + ta)/2.

delay of D! is fully consistent with a family, parameterized 257

by ! , of possible clock errors E(t)!! and matching measured 258

delays d! ! ! , all equally consistent from c’s viewpoint since 259

D! = d! ! E(t) = (d! ! !) ! (E(t) ! !) (the backward 260

case is similar). In other words, the client knows that S(ts) 261

lies within [C(ta), C(tf )] somewhere, but cannot know where, 262

as any point in this interval, scanned by ! , is equally viable. 263

The example above is that of a generic single timestamp 264

exchange, which includes the complexity of delays randomly 265

inflated by congestion. To reduce the problem to its essence 266

we make three simplifying assumptions: a perfect server clock, 267

that is S(t) = t, a client clock which is perfect up to a constant 268

offset, and zero latency variability. This corresponds to an ideal 269

situation of no path changes, and a synchronization algorithm 270

which has perfectly filtered congestion variability. The forward 271

and backward delays then reduce to their constant minimum 272

values: d!, d" respectively, as does the RTT: r = d! + d". The 273

underlying constant path asymmetry is just a = d! ! d", and 274

takes values in [!r, r]. 275

We now have the framework to give a simple example of 276

the impact of asymmetry. Imagine that (d!, d") = (10, 8)ms, 277

implying that (r, a) = (18, 2)ms. A typical client will implic- 278

itly assume path symmetry and therefore adjust its clock so 279

that C(tf ) = ts + r/2 = ts + 9. However in fact the response 280

packet returned to the client at time tf = ts + d" = ts + 8, 281

implying an error of C(tf )! tf = (ts + 9)! (ts + 8) = 1 ms. 282

Another way of seeing this is via Figure 1. Assuming zero 283

asymmetry would result in an error of a/2, since the client 284

clock would then say that the (minimal latency) packet had 285

arrived at the midpoint, a time a/2 earlier than it really did. 286

Formalizing the above example leads to expressions for the 287

client clock model and its error: 288

Ca(t) = t + (a ! a)/2, Ea = Ca(t) ! t = (a ! a)/2, (1) 289

where a is a clock configuration parameter specifying where, 290

relative to the midpoint of [C(ta), C(tf )], the server timestamp 291

is deemed to lie. To ensure (apparent) causality is respected, 292

i.e. C(ta) # S(ts) # C(tf ), we must select a $ [!r, r]. 293

If an estimate of a were available, then a could be set to 294

it, but typically nothing specific is known, and a = 0 is used, 295

inducing an error E0 = a/2 that is unknown to the client. For 296

the example above, as we saw this yields E0 = 2ms/2 = 1 ms. 297
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Fig. 2. An example of a raw asymmetry timeseries from server time2.stupi.se.
The level shifts constituting the underlying asymmetry variability are clearly
seen (here estimated using non-linear filtering (black)), as is the per-packet
variability (magenta) about it due to congestion.

The importance of asymmetry to clock accuracy is now298

clear. Even for a perfect client algorithm, with the default299

a = 0 the clock error is a/2, and since a $ [!r, r] and r300

can be 10’s or even 100’s of milliseconds, asymmetry has301

the potential to hold clock error forcibly beyond the reach of302

the goal of 1 µs, by orders of magnitude. For the imperfect303

algorithm the situation is of course worse. The clock now304

includes an additional systematic offset error ", idealizing305

algorithmic limitations. Although the client cannot distinguish306

these, the oracle can write the total error as307

Ea = " + (a ! a)/2. (2)308

In practice the timestamp at the server is actually a pair309

(si, so) of incoming si and outgoing so timestamps, leading310

to r = d! + d" + d#, where d# is the minimum of the delays311

{d#} = {s0!si} occurring within the server (this is usually a312

few 10’s of µs). We ignore this refinement here for simplicity.313

It can be dealt with formally by allocating half of d# to each314

of the forward and backward paths.315

B. Asymmetry Variability316

In real networks, minimal underlying path delays are317

not constants, but rather piecewise-constant functions, since318

changes in the packet transport path induce discontinuous level319

shifts in the underlying d!, d", r and a values from time to320

time. These can be very significant in magnitude in the case of321

IP-level routing changes. We refer to such shifts in underlying322

asymmetry as asymmetry variability. They are clearly visible323

in Figure 2, which exhibits an example over 25 days from a324

server in our dataset.325

The variability of underlying asymmetry is part of its326

fundamental nature in real networks. It is entirely distinct327

from congestion induced variability. Of course in practice, any328

attempt to estimate asymmetry variability must contend with329

congestion variability, as we discuss in the next subsection.330

In Figure 2 congestion variability appears as ‘noise’ about the331

underlying piecewise constant asymmetry.332

C. Asymmetry in the Wild333

To evaluate the impact of asymmetry induced error, we must334

know the extent of client%server path asymmetries in prac-335

tice. This is difficult to determine universally, as it depends336

on their round-trip paths. It is very difficult practically,337

as it requires absolutely synchronized clocks at each end338

to measure. To gain insight into this question, we make 339

use of the timeserver dataset available at [3], and described 340

in [20]. The dataset contains round-trip timestamp data col- 341

lected over a period of two months between a single client 342

(load balanced over two hosts) in a Sydney based testbed 343

with reference timestamping (GPS+atomic+hardware capture 344

card), to some 479 NTP servers spread globally, of which 345

462 are Stratum-1. The NTP packet exchange between each 346

(client, server) pair runs independently in parallel, generating 347

{C(ta), S(tsi), S(tso), C(tf )} timestamp 4-tuples once per 348

second (in most cases). As described in [20], the data collected 349

relies on a hardware testbed infrastructure which goes well 350

beyond having some form of GPS feed available. It is not 351

practical to reproduce this at many locations. 352

To exploit this rare opportunity to measure asymmetry, the 353

challenge posed by path changes must first be overcome. Each 354

path change results in a different value of (d!, d"), and hence 355

of (r, a). Over two months 10’s to 100’s of such changes occur 356

in a typical server, with !r varying from a few ms, to 10’s of 357

ms, to even over 100 ms. To measure (r, a) reliably, we must 358

identify Clear Zones (CZ) free of such level shifts. Because 359

the most important source of path changes are due to routing, 360

for simplicity we henceforth refer to them as routing changes. 361

Measurement Methodology Our approach is built around 362

LSD, a Level Shift Detector which detects changes in level in 363

a timeseries obeying a model x(i) = b(i)+ q(i), where b(i) is 364

a piecewise constant baseline, and q(i) is a positive congestion 365

term. Each of d!, d", and the RTT r can be represented by 366

this model under routing changes. LSD implements a sliding 367

window search to locate shifts above an input threshold #. The 368

window size is determined adaptively through a false-positive 369

probability parameter $, using an independent, identically 370

distributed model for x(i) between shifts, calibrated using the 371

empirical threshold probability p(#) = Pr{x(i) < b(i) + #}. 372

Based on LSD, we define a Clear Zone Detector (CZD) 373

over a block that, for d! and d" separately, applies LSD 374

(at fixed $) for three different values of # corresponding 375

to p(#) = {0.02, 0.05, 0.2}. The block is marked as a CZ 376

candidate only if no shifts are found across d! and d", for 377

each p. Multiple p(#) values ensure the detector is sensitive 378

despite the conservative (very small $) false positive control, 379

as it generates a diversity of window sizes, increasing robust- 380

ness with respect to distributional variation and congestion 381

timescales. 382

Our approach is as follows. In a first phase the data is 383

split into 200 blocks, to each of which CZD is applied with 384

$ = 10$6, and successful blocks labelled as CZ candidates. 385

This harvests very wide CZs efficiently, but discarded blocks 386

may contain many more. To harvest these, in a second phase 387

we use LSD (with ($, #) = (10$6, 10$4)) in a new way: 388

using its detections to directly partition each failed block into 389

subblocks. Each such subblock is then tested with CZD as 390

before, with successful ones added to the candidate pool. In a 391

final phase, data samples where the server’s stratum was not 392

1 are removed. The final CZ set consists of those candidates 393

with at least 100 samples remaining. 394

The method was tested and tuned on 5 servers, generating 395

CZs which collectively covered over 50% of the trace dura- 396

tions on average, and were found to be correctly classified 397
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Fig. 3. Relative asymmetry T against r, color coded by server. All values in the dataset are shown (zooms in Appendix).

Fig. 4. CDF of absolute clock error |E| = |a|/2 (with a = 0).

upon manual inspection. The actual proportion of clear zones398

is without doubt higher, but the current harvest, conservative399

by design, is more than adequate for a useful assessment of400

actual asymmetry variation, estimates being both representa-401

tive and individually highly accurate.402

As pointed out forcefully in [20], [25], even stratum-1403

servers may have faulty timestamps. We believe that our404

CZ detector, in addition to excluding most routing events405

and zones of high congestion where estimation would be406

unreliable, will be effective in screening out most such server407

errors if present. All zones intersecting the server errors408

exhaustively catalogued from our prior work in ‘tag files’409

at [3] have also been removed. Finally, the end-2016 leap410

second occurred within the data. Periods of related erroneous411

behaviour exhibited by some servers, as defined in [25], have412

been excluded.413

For each CZ, we estimate (r, a) as414

r̂ = min
!
min
CZ

d! + min
CZ

d#+ min
CZ

d", min
CZ

r
"

(3)415

â = min
CZ

d! ! min
CZ

d". (4)416

Results We measured a total of 153,737 CZs over the417

462 stratum-1 servers, with the number of zones per server418

ranging from 0 (some servers have continuous errors and/or a419

high density of path changes), to 1305.420

To see the implications for clock error, Figure 4 gives the421

CDF of the associated absolute errors |E| = |a|/2 in log scale.422

Only 0.50% of the asymmetries imply errors below 1 µs, only 423

4.1% below 10 µs, and only 40.0% below 1 ms. 424

To gain insight into asymmetry independently from r, it is 425

natural, since a $ [!r, r], to work with the normalized relative 426

asymmetry T = a/r $ [!1, 1], which we estimate via 427

#T = â / r̂ . (5) 428

A scatterplot of #T versus r̂ over all CZs is given in Figure 3, 429

where CZs from the same server share a common color. The 430

spatial specificity of the data is immediately apparent: the gap 431

centred on r = 100 ms reflects the separation of Oceania from 432

the rest of the world, and r = 280 ms essentially delineates the 433

servers in the Americas from those in Europe. Variation in data 434

availability aside, the spread of T is remarkably independent 435

of RTT. We observe in particular an overall symmetry about 436

T = 0 regardless of r, reflected in a median of just !2.2 & 437

10$4. This is expected due to the roughly symmetric nature 438

of layer 2 and 3 networks, and to a lesser extent IP routing. 439

More generally, since the roles of client and server can always 440

be reversed, a symmetric distribution of T over [!1, 1] is 441

expected in principle. 442

There is marked variation in the CZs both across servers, 443

and within them. Within servers a variety of intriguing patterns 444

are seen, including clusters, and various ‘linear’ structures 445

corresponding to sequences of routing changes which affect 446

both, or just one direction to the server. These often result in 447

large changes in asymmetry. The scatterplot hides many over- 448

lapping points, greatly overemphasizing outliers. Two zooms 449

are made available in the Appendix where the intra-server 450

and inter-server structures are visible in much greater, and 451

dramatic, detail. Our work is the first capable of resolving 452

the discrete values underlying these patterns. Ignoring them, 453

as other studies have done, would result in a single value 454

per server that in many cases would be close to meaningless, 455

and that would not even represent a well defined average of 456

underlying values. 457

To better understand these structures, note that a sequence 458

of step changes in minimum OWD in one direction only, 459

increases both r and a by equal amounts, resulting in a linear 460

structure in an (r, a) plot. Here these lines manifest as slightly 461

curved as relative asymmetry T is plotted instead of a. Many 462
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Fig. 5. CDF of the measured relative asymmetry T , its symmetrized version,
and fitted mixture model.

examples of this can be seen. If instead a sequence of changes463

in OWD occur that are of equal magnitude and sign in each464

direction, then a is left invariant, and so these manifest as465

near horizontal lines in the (r, T ) plot. These are rarer but do466

occur. Finally, if a sequence of equal and opposite changes467

in OWD leave r invariant, resulting in vertical lines. This is468

the signature of server errors! Several of these can be seen469

immediately, many others are present.470

To compactly summarize the scatterplot the CDF of all #T471

values, given in Figure 5 (dashed black curve), reveals a close472

to symmetric distribution featuring a remarkably sharp peak473

about T = 0. The peak is also a consistent feature of subsets474

based on stratifying with respect to r.475

D. A Simple Model for Real Asymmetries476

We describe a model for the distributions of a and T ,477

based on three abstractions which should be robust to the478

spatial bias of the data. Nonetheless, as the dataset is oriented479

towards paths incorporating long, symmetric inter-continental480

links, the relative asymmetries may be considerably smaller481

than when paths are all within a single region. Conversely,482

the absolute values of asymmetry may be more representative483

than the large RTTs may suggest. We restrict to a study of484

asymmetry distribution because, as the data is from a single485

client viewpoint, it cannot be meaningfully used to study486

asymmetry dependencies across the network topology. Despite487

these limitations, it is important to remember that the data488

displayed in Figure 3 constitutes by far the most authoritative489

collection of accurate path asymmetry information yet col-490

lected for the Internet, and the model below is the first we are491

aware of based on reliable data, carefully accounting for the492

intra-server variability (level shifts in a) due to path changes493

that actually constitutes the underlying asymmetry signal.494

The first abstraction is that of symmetry. As argued above,495

there are structural reasons why a and T should be sym-496

metrically distributed about zero. We therefore fit symmetric497

distribution families to the symmetrized form of the data, also498

plotted in Figure 5. That is, if {yi} is the set of #T values,499

we fit to the CDF of {yi} ' {!yi}.500

The second abstraction is the approximate independence501

of relative asymmetry on RTT, leading to a model where502

a = r T, where T is a symmetric random variable on [!1, 1],503

independent of r. This implies that samples of asymmetry can504

be generated simply by scaling up a random variable T by a 505

deterministic RTT, an appealing feature. 506

The third abstraction is building in the peak. Inspection of 507

the symmetrized data indicates its support has width of the 508

order of only w = 0.001, despite containing over 20% of 509

the probability. This is too pronounced even for distribution 510

families such as the Generalized Gaussian distribution which 511

have a shape parameter regulating peakedness. 512

Based on the above, we propose a mixture model combining 513

a centred uniform distribution U of support width w to account 514

for the peak, and a centred Laplace variate L renormalized 515

over [!1, 1]. A Laplace distribution is itself peaked, fits the 516

tails adequately, and is simple. The mixture variable selects U 517

with probability p, else L. We use w = 0.00136, select L’s 518

scale parameter b based on the Maximum Likelihood estimator 519

b̂ =
$m

j=1 | #Tj|/m = 0.0450 for the Laplace component, and 520

numerically solve for the p which minimizes the L1 distance 521

to the symmetrized data over the quartile range [q0.2, q0.8], 522

yielding p = 0.274. The CDF of the model compares well 523

with the symmetrized data in Figure 5 over the central region 524

covering 98% of the probability. 525

From Figure 5, #T lies within [!0.02, 0.02] in the sym- 526

metrized data 60% of the time, corresponding to |E/r| < 0.01. 527

This suggests, soberingly, that to achieve errors below (1 µs, 528

10 µs, 1 ms) for 60% of paths, r values not exceeding (100 µs, 529

1 ms, 100 ms) will be required. Note how, using the model in 530

this way, we can infer errors for RTT values of interest, even 531

those not well represented in the data. 532

V. ASYMMETRY AND TIMING: IMPLICATIONS 533

In this section we examine the implications of our asymme- 534

try model, and empirical asymmetry findings, for client clocks 535

seeking to utilize multiple servers. 536

A. The Danger: Asymmetry Jitter 537

Client clocks, in particular the ntpd daemon, often consider 538

a selection of servers in parallel, and may switch between 539

them as conditions change. For example a preferred server 540

may become unavailable. In addition, services like ntppool [7] 541

use DNS to change the server accessed by the client via 542

a constant domain name. Consider now the impact from 543

an asymmetry perspective: each change in server implies a 544

change in path, and hence a change !(a) in asymmetry, and 545

!(E) = !(a)/2 in the clock error. Moreover, even if a change 546

is favorable (to a server with a lower a), the sudden change 547

itself is not, causing jumps in OWDs which may confuse 548

software, and even disrupt the dynamic clock synchronisation 549

algorithm. In extreme cases cycling between two or more 550

servers can cause a steady stream of asymmetry induced errors 551

and completely confuse a synchronization algorithm. This was 552

illustrated occuring in the default ntpd implementation in [26]. 553

We refer to changes in asymmetry as experienced by the 554

client as asymmetry jitter. Asymmetry jitter can be caused by 555

asymmetry variability along a given path to a fixed server, 556

or by a change in server (which implies a change of path). 557

To simplify the discussion here, we assume that the value of 558

a is constant on each fixed path (no asymmetry variability), 559

so that the sole cause of jitter seen at clients is due to a change 560
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Fig. 6. Range of asymmetry jitter among groups of {2, 4, 8, 16} servers as
a function of r.

of server. In this context, we use the data and model to gain561

insight into the magnitude of this ‘self-imposed’ jitter problem.562

Consider a scenario where a client may move among a set563

of Ns servers, selected from some pool. The range of variation564

in !(a) over all pairs of servers from the pool is simply given565

by the range (i.e. max!min) of the a values themselves.566

In Figure 6 we plot the corresponding clock error for pools567

defined by r ‘annuli’, given by r $ [0.8r%, 1.2r%], where the568

central r% values are shown in the figure, for server sets of569

size Ns = {2, 4, 8, 16}. We also compare against the model,570

where a values are randomly drawn corresponding to r values571

chosen uniformly in the same range as for the data. Both for572

the data and the model, 100,000 replications were used for573

each point to accurately estimate the average over all possible574

selections from the pool/ensemble. The results show a rough575

agreement with the model where data is sufficient, and the576

increase with r is another validation of the latter’s T -based577

structure. When the pool has weak diversity, in particular578

at r% = {10, 100, 400}ms, the model and data disagree579

substantially. This should not be seen as weakness in the580

former. On the contrary, it illustrates the usefulness of the581

model in interpolating over gaps in the data.582

The main observations on jitter errors are that (i) the prob-583

lem gets worse with more servers: there is no averaging effect,584

more servers represent more opportunity for jitter, (ii) the585

increase with RTT highlights the importance of selecting586

lower r, (iii) jitter can reach damaging values, despite the high587

concentration of relative asymmetry about zero.588

B. The Opportunity: Bound Tightening589

We have just seen that synchronizing to alternative servers590

risks a penalty due to asymmetry jitter. However, it turns out591

that multiple servers can be used in another way to gain a592

benefit instead: tighter bounds on asymmetry.593

To describe this concisely, we adopt an ‘interval calculus’594

notation, where b + [c, d] denotes the interval [b + c, b + d],595

![c, d] = [!d,!c], and an overbar denotes an interval596

variable. For example we can write the default asymmetry597

interval, by which we mean the smallest interval within which598

a must lie, as ā = [!r, r]. Recall that Ea = (a ! a)/2.599

Using ā, it is easy to derive the error interval, within which600

Ea must lie, as Ēa = (a ! a)/2, which has width r and is601

centered at !a/2 (this is equivalent to the more cumbersome 602

!r/2 ! a/2 # Ea # r/2 ! a/2). 603

Now consider the clock interval, by which we mean the 604

smallest interval, computable by the clock itself, within which 605

the true time t is known to lie. Since t = Ca(t) ! Ea, the 606

clock interval (which is independent of a) is 607

t̄ = Ca(t) ! Ēa = C0(t) ! Ē0 = (t + a/2) ! ā/2. (6) 608

To distinguish between servers we now add a superscript 609

j $ {1, 2, 3 . . .}. Thus r2 is the RTT from the client to server 2, 610

a1 $ [!r1, r1] is the initial bound on true asymmetry from the 611

client to server 1, etc.. At the client there is a separate instance 612

of the clock model for each server j, complete with its own 613

asymmetry interval āj and parameter aj . 614

To show that sharing information across multiple servers 615

can help, consider a trivial case with two servers where we 616

assume a1 is known. Clock 1 then sets a1 = a1 and achieves 617

zero error. Clock 1 can then be used to measure the true OWDs 618

and hence the asymmetry a2 to server 2. This information is 619

passed to clock 2, who sets a2 = a2 and becomes itself perfect. 620

A second example: assume r = r1 = r2 and a1 = r = !a2, 621

with a1 = a2 = 0. Imagine each clock timestamps some event 622

which occurs at time t%, which we can take to be t% = 0. 623

Clock 1 reads C1
0 (0) = r/2 and knows that the true time 624

must have occurred inside its clock interval [0, r]. Similarly 625

clock 2 reads C2
0 (0) = !r/2 and knows that the true time 626

must lie in [!r, 0]. The clock intervals intersect at a single 627

point, namely 0, which must therefore be the true time. Using 628

this fact, each clock can infer its asymmetry exactly, and reset 629

its asymmetry configuration parameter aj to it, namely a1 = r, 630

a2 = !r. 631

We now extend the above to N servers, and consider the 632

general case where the client knows a valid initial asymmetry 633

interval āj = [aj
l , a

j
r] to each server j, which must lie within 634

the default interval [!rj , rj ]. Our goal is to show how the 635

set {āj , j = 1 . . . N} of initial bounds can be combined to 636

produce tighter updated bounds for each server. 637

It is convenient to denote the clock interval of Cj
aj (0) as 638

t̄j = [cj
l , c

j
r] = (aj ! āj)/2. The key observation is that, since 639

the true time t% = 0 at which the clocks are read must lie in 640

each of the time intervals, it must lie in their intersection, the 641

reconciled time interval, which can be written simply as 642

t̄% = [c%l , c
%
r ] = [max

j
cj
l , min

j
cj
r] (7) 643

and which becomes the updated time interval for all clocks 644

(see Figure 7). For each j the updated t̄j = t̄% may be 645

unchanged, or truncated at either or both sides compared to 646

the original. The original intervals with small rj will tend to 647

control the intersection, however those with larger rj can also 648

be of influence if their asymmetry aj is also large. Although 649

the asymmetry intervals and hence the reconciled interval are 650

known to the client, the position of t% within them, though 651

shown in Figure 7, is not. 652

With t̄% known, each clock can update its bound as 653

āj = 2Cj
aj (0) + aj ! 2[c%l , c

%
r ] = 2Cj

0(0) ! 2[c%l , c
%
r ], (8) 654

and then benefit from it by updating aj to lie within it, the 655

natural choice being its midpoint. 656
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Fig. 7. Intersecting 4 clock intervals to form a tighter t̄! . The true event
time, t! ! t̄!, is unknowable to clients.

Fig. 8. Degree of bound tightening among groups of (in order from top
to bottom) (2, 4, 8, 32, 128, 512) servers as a function of r, for data (dashed
lines) and model.

Following an analogous procedure to that of Section V-A,657

we can use the data, and model from Section IV-D, to evaluate658

the degree of expected tightening based on server sets of659

size Ns, and initial default asymmetry intervals [!rj , rj ]. This660

will be expressed through the ratio % = |t̄%|/ maxj(rj), of the661

reconciled width to the loosest initial width across the set.662

Figure 8 displays the expected value of % based on 100,000663

server set selections, using the same r annuli as above, for664

each of Ns = {2, 4, 8, 32, 128, 512}.665

The results for the model are independent of r by construc-666

tion, and the data shows a similar pattern except where the667

pool of r in an annulus is insufficient, as noted above.668

The main observations for the tightening are that (i) the669

situation improves with more servers: each new server repre-670

sents a possible further tightening, (ii) the degree of tightening671

is modest, large numbers of servers are needed to reach672

a significant reduction, indicating insufficient diversity of673

relative asymmetry for large gains in typical cases, (iii) the674

approximate independence w.r.t. the minimum RTT r implies675

that tightening of asymmetry a itself will be proportional to676

1/r, and so it will become significant, if r is low enough. Thus,677

% being modest again highlights the importance of asymmetry678

error mitigation through the selection of servers with low r.679

VI. CHANGING THE RULES680

The previous section described how the limits to clock681

error set by asymmetry are fundamental. How then can they682

be circumvented? The answer can only be by exploiting683

independent, a priori information about the network. We now684

describe two incarnations of this idea.685

A. A Deterministic Latency Path Model686

The default bound a $ [!r, r] arises from the simple687

causality bounds for OWDs, namely d! ( 0, d" ( 0. However,688

we know from the physics of networks that, for any given689

round-trip path, d! ( d!L and d" ( d"L for some suitable 690

lower bounds d!
L, d"L. The asymmetry interval then tightens 691

to [2d!L ! r, r ! 2d"L], and the corresponding error interval 692

Ēa = [d!
L ! r/2, r/2 ! d"L] + a/2 has width reduced to 693

r ! (d!
L + d"L). Tighter bounds on individual paths translate 694

directly to tighter bounds when exploiting multiple servers 695

using (8), exactly as before. 696

A simple but reliable way to obtain such path bounds is to 697

use a Speed of Light (SoL) approximation coupled to a lower 698

bound on path distance. Specifically, we use values based on 699

the SoL of 2c/3 (based on the refractive index of common 700

fibre of 1.5 = (2/3)$1), over the great circle distance between 701

client and server, assuming locations known by geolocation or 702

otherwise, resulting in d!L = d"L > 0. 703

Algorithm: SoL Based Bound Estimation (SBBE) 704

In practice a client clock must work with a finite number of 705

exchanges with the server, and the minimal path characteristics 706

are unavailable. Instead the measured OWDs follow d! = 707

d! + q!, d" = d" + q", and R = d! + d" = r + q, where 708

q! ( 0, q" ( 0, and q = q! + q" ( 0 represent congestion 709

variability. To attempt to approximate the zero variability limit 710

the algorithm proceeds as follows. The i-th exchange gives rise 711

to an error interval of width Ri!(d!L+d"
L), where the position 712

of the interval can be calculated from available timestamps as 713

[ei
l, e

i
r] = [C(ta)! ts +d!L, C(tf )! ts!d"L]. The refined error 714

interval that satisfies all these constraints is then 715

Ē% = [e%l , e
%
r ] = [max

i
ei

l, min
i

ei
r]. (9) 716

Now, the refined intervals using other servers, using the same 717

client clock but each with their own d!
L, d"

L, can be combined 718

in the same way to produce a final bound (this single clock 719

view is equivalent to the multiple clock view of equation (8). 720

Think of C1
0 as the nominal client clock, with the other 721

clocks aligned to it via implicit aj choices), and we define 722

the associated offset error to be its central value. We term this 723

approach SoL Based Bound Estimation (SBBE). 724

To summarize, SBBE is based on a client collecting 725

round-trip data to a set of servers. Each exchange gives 726

rise to an error interval (within which the true error must 727

lie) which benefits from a simple SoL-based bound for each 728

OWD. Intervals are combined ‘within’ servers to combat path 729

variability, and across servers to exploit asymmetry and r 730

diversity (as well as more data). The end result is a much 731

tighter interval, and a more accurate estimate of offset error. 732

Note on Interpretation: The offset error above should be 733

thought of as an assessment of the systematic error component 734

of the client clock, that is not itself changed/corrected. Accord- 735

ingly, the proposed offset measurement must not be confused 736

with a dynamic clock synchronization algorithm, which would 737

run the risk of the asymmetry jitter described in Section V-A 738

if choosing to move between servers. (Notwithstanding the 739

fact that this error, although primarily about asymmetry, may 740

also include the correction of a systematic constant error, 741

the " from (2), due to the algorithm itself.) The use of 742

multiple servers in the dynamic sense is commonplace, and 743

is motivated, primarily, by the need for redundancy if a server 744

becomes unavailable, or starts behaving very badly. This is 745

an entirely different to issues we tackle here, where multiple 746
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servers are involved only for the purpose of asymmetry747

bound reduction. We do not consider how the client clock is748

dynamically synchronized, as this is a very different problem,749

already treated in the literature, requiring a paper to itself.750

For concreteness however, one may imagine that only a single751

nearby server, nominally server j = 1, using a1 = 0, is used752

for this purpose. The same comment holds throughout the753

paper.754

B. A Statistical Latency Network Model755

Bounds on OWDs and asymmetry could also be obtained756

through knowledge of the ‘latency topology’ of the network,757

for example through establishing a mapping between latency758

and network ‘position’, linked to geographic position. Such759

bounds will be statistical in nature, estimates rather than the760

true bounds of the SBBE approach above, resulting in a761

tradeoff of tightness against accuracy.762

We consider a scheme where a set of L landmark servers763

with synchronized clocks (nominally, participating stratum-1764

servers), and known locations, exchange error-free OWD mea-765

surements with each other, in order to establish a mapping766

function linking geographic location to OWD network bounds.767

This mapping is ‘universal’ in that it is not a function of768

explicit network structure. Instead it is learnt based on sample769

OWDs, and is taken to be representative of the inter-landmark770

network and its environs. It will not apply strictly to any771

client, as the inter-landmark and landmark%client paths differ.772

On the other hand by exploiting the network diversity as773

sampled by landmarks, multiple approximate bounds for a774

client may be tightened and ‘cross checked’. As with SBBE,775

the geographic model will be great circle distances, calcu-776

lated assuming geolocation information is available, and SoL777

bounds will be incorporated.778

When a client exchanges timestamps with a landmark,779

bounds are calculated by the landmark based on a location780

provided by the client, and communicated back to it with the781

returning timestamp. Thus each timestamp exchange is also a782

query for bound estimates for each direction.783

Algorithm: Landmark Based Bound Estimation (LBBE)784

Each landmark establishes two independent mapping func-785

tions, one for each OWD direction, based on its own round-trip786

exchanges to other landmarks. Inspired by the approach of [4],787

each function is generated as follows. A scatterplot of the788

OWDs against the (great circle) distances is plotted, and a789

convex hull calculated around it. The lower facet of this hull790

(green curve in Figure 9), is a convex function M mapping791

any distance x within the observed range to an estimated lower792

bound M(x) on delay. When queried by a client, for each map793

the landmark returns an estimated bound of max{M(x), dL},794

where dL is the client-specific SoL bound for that direction.795

So that the landmark estimate is never based on insufficent796

data, it defaults to dL if x falls outside the [0.2, 0.8] quantile797

interval of available x values.798

With two caveats, the remainder of the algorithm is now799

as for SBBE: multiple error intervals arising from multiple800

queries of each of some subset of landmarks are combined fol-801

lowing equation (9), simply the bounds (d!
L, d"L) are replaced802

with those from the landmarks, for which generally d!
L )= d"

L.803

Fig. 9. Example landmark mapping function.

The caveats are (i): bounds can now vary in time as the 804

mappings update; (ii) as the bounds are statistical, they may be 805

inconsistent, with a null intersection. In that case, we process 806

the error intervals according to a heuristic that, essentially, 807

moves from tighter to looser bounds until the first consistent 808

choice. 809

To summarize, LBBE uses OWD bounds provided from 810

a geographic distance to OWD bound predictor, established 811

empirically from OWD measurements between a set of land- 812

mark servers. It is a statistical approach which may learn 813

more about the network latency topology, resulting in tighter 814

bounds, at the cost of errors in the mapping as applied to client 815

locations. 816

VII. EVALUATION OF SBBE AND LBBE 817

The goal of this section is to gain insight into the compara- 818

tive performance of SBBE and LBBE, and how each method 819

behaves as a function of key parameters. As a full evaluation, 820

for LBBE in particular, would require access and control over 821

a large set of geographically distributed stratum-1 servers, 822

we turn to simulation instead. We use unstructured network 823

topologies with no dependencies between the asymmetries of 824

the considered paths. This represents the hardest environment 825

for LBBE to operate in, where the bound information it passes 826

to clients is effectively reduced to that of the asymmetry 827

marginal distribution. 828

A. Simulation Framework 829

In keeping with the approach of the paper, we target our 830

evaluation at the level of fundamentals, rather than fully 831

realistic network assumptions. In other words, the simulation 832

follows the clock and path models established in Section IV-A, 833

which are designed to be rich enough to express the fundamen- 834

tal problem posed by asymmetry, but exclude other aspects of 835

networking which are not central to that question. 836

Servers All server clocks are perfect, and there is zero 837

delay between the reception of a message from a client on the 838

forward path and its retransmission backward (i.e. ts = ti = to 839

from Section IV). 840

Client clocks Client clocks are taken to be perfect except for 841

a constant offset error E, which is chosen uniformly at random 842

over [!10, 10] ms. These ground truth errors are generated 843

once only then held fixed. The methods will estimate these 844

errors, but not correct them. 845
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Fig. 10. CDF of client r values used in the simulation.

Server and client placement We place 50 servers, and846

1000 clients, randomly over a region, defined by latitude847

and longitude, approximating the geographic extent of the848

mainland US. Locations are generated once only then held849

fixed. All servers are used as landmarks.850

Underlying path parameters We first use our geographic851

based network model to generate the minimum RTT between852

all (server, client) or (server, server) pairs, randomly from853

their locations. Specifically, for each pair, r is selected as854

r = F · 2DSoL, where the inFlation factor F is uniformly855

distributed over [1.2, 1.8], and DSoL is the SoL in fibre856

delay over the great circle distance between the pair. Here857

F accounts for the error between the great circle model and858

the underlying network. The model for F is not expected859

to be accurate. Its intent is to generate a wide variety of860

reasonable r/DSoL values to enable the exploration of (r, a)861

diversity. The CDF of all generated r values in the simulation862

is given in Figure 10. The asymmetry between the pair (in a863

random direction for each pair) is then generated as a = r T864

using the model of Section IV-D (renormalized to an interval865

[!TL, TL] * [!1, 1], see below, to respect the SoL bounds866

d!
L, d"

L). Each r and a are generated once only then held fixed.867

They then define the minimum OWDs: d! = (r + a)/2, and868

d" = (r ! a)/2.869

Congestion model Over any OWD, the variable components870

q! or q" of d! and d" respectively, as described under SBBE871

in Section VI, are simply taken to be independently and identi-872

cally distributed according to an Exponential distribution with873

mean µ. Richer models incorporating temporal correlations,874

and path-dependent congestion levels, would result in more875

complex behavior and in general worse performance. A simple876

model is sufficient for our purposes here, being focussed on877

asymmetry fundamentals. In fact, in the results below we often878

restrict to the limiting case of zero congestion to isolate the879

core insights, and the best case potential of the methods.880

B. Sensitivity Analysis881

With the client and server positions, and r values, set as882

described above, we now examine performance as a function883

of three main variables: server choice, path congestion, and884

asymmetry diversity. Throughout, results are given averaged885

over the 1000 clients, and where applicable, over the 100 inde-886

pendent replications of the congestion random variables.887

Time server choice / Role of r. We first consider the crucial888

role of the number, and placement, of the servers used by889

Fig. 11. Top: offset bound width as a function of # servers, Bottom: RMSE
of the corresponding E estimates.

clients. For this purpose we select a modest level of congestion 890

of µ = 1 ms, and use M = 16 measurements to each server. 891

This value is sufficient for this µ, as justified below. 892

Figure 11 gives the resulting bound widths as a function 893

of the number of servers used by each client. In all cases, 894

bounds tighten as information from more servers is included, 895

as expected. In the naive case (solid lines) servers are selected 896

randomly: errors start high and many servers are needed 897

in order to capture those allowing bound tightening. In the 898

Ordered cases (dashed lines), each client uses the closest 899

servers to it: the bounds start low and move even lower, satu- 900

rating after only a few servers, 10 being sufficient for SBBE, 901

and 20 for LBBE. These results confirm the important role of 902

the closest servers, and are consistent with the information on 903

the ‘supply’ of r available to clients from Figure 10, linked 904

to the predictions at the end of Section IV-D. 905

The saturated bound width from the top plot in Figure 11 906

of LBBE is almost half that of SBBE, however when we look 907

at the RMSE (over clients) of the point estimates of E in the 908

bottom plot, namely the bound midpoints, we find SBBE is the 909

better choice. In fact LBBE errors actually increase with the 910

number of servers! We explain the reason for this presently. 911

We now increase server density by a factor of 100 by scaling 912

distances down by a factor of 10. In this shrunken world, 913

servers are 10 times closer to clients, with the median r to 914

the closest server dropping from 6.7 ms to 0.9 ms. Using the 915

20 closest servers only, the RMSE errors for (SBBE, LBBE) 916

become (26,38) µs, almost a tenth of those previously. 917

Path congestion / Number of measurements. The num- 918

ber M of timestamp exchanges performed with each server 919

influences accuracy through combating congestion variability. 920

Again using the 20 closest servers, and µ = 1 ms, Figure 12 921

shows bound width and estimation error both decreasing 922

rapidly as M increases, but with little change after M = 16. 923
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Fig. 12. Bound width (top); RMSE (bottom), each decrease with M.

TABLE I

RMSE (µs) AT DIFFERENT CONGESTION LEVELS (M = 16)

Table I (still with M = 16) gives an idea of how errors924

in E estimation vary as a function of congestion. It includes925

the special case of no congestion, µ = 0, which reveals the926

underlying limitations of the available bound diversity, which927

would hold regardless of the choice of congestion model and928

M . More generally, the specific (congestion,M ) settings here929

offer useful insight, but are not critical to the key lessons930

learnt.931

The difference in underlying nature between the SBBE932

and LBBE methods is on display in Figure 13. Consider the933

top plot. Since SBBE is deterministic with provably correct934

bounds, the number of clients that receive an inconsistent final935

bound, that is, the true value of E lies outside of it, is zero,936

whereas for LBBE around 20% of clients do. The bottom937

plot in Figure 13 measures how far away the closest edge938

of these incorrect bounding intervals are from E, on average.939

Although this distance decreases somewhat with M , it remains940

significant, around 250 µs at M = 16 compared to a total941

error of 360 µs (Figure 11). We can now explain the apparent942

contradiction between the plots in Figure 11. The LBBE943

bounds continue to decrease with more servers, but some944

become inconsistent, which then actually increases the RMSE.945

Asymmetry diversity. For fixed r values, the degree of bound946

tightening is critically dependent on the asymmetry diversity947

on the paths to the servers a client uses. The diversity we have948

used so far comes from the model established in Section IV-D.949

We now explore the impact of stronger diversity to gain a950

more complete understanding of the benefits in a more general951

Fig. 13. Top: % of clients with an inconsistent bound, Bottom: average error
of those that are incorrect.

TABLE II

RMSE (µs) AS A FUNCTION OF ASYMMETRY LEVEL

setting where the model may not hold, and also so we can 952

explore up to very high levels of (relative) asymmetry so as to 953

gain a complete picture. We use the 20 closest servers, and r 954

values generated as usual. We work in the special case of zero 955

congestion in order to examine of role of asymmetry diversity 956

in isolation. 957

We use the following parametric family of symmetric dis- 958

tributions for a, which continues to obey the structure a = r T . 959

The (c,s) great circle SoL bounds result in |T | taking values 960

in [0, TL], where TL = 1 ! 2DSoL/r # 1. As this is different 961

for each (c,s) pair it is convenient to normalise to [0, 1] via 962

Z = |T |/TL. We can now control achievable asymmetry 963

diversity by selecting Z values uniformly over a range I 964

contained within [0, 1]. The resulting model for T is then 965

T = sign·Z ·TL, where sign is selected randomly from {!1, 1} 966

with equal probability. 967

We define five asymmetry levels according to the values 968

of I given in Table II, in addition to the original empirical 969

model-based values. For the latter, since r is generated via 970

r = F · 2DSoL with F $ [1.2, 1.8], we have TL = 1! 1/F $ 971

[1/6, 4/9] = [0.16o, 0.44o], with an average value of 0.305. 972

The RMSE results in the table confirm the expectation 973

that error can be driven down provided sufficient asymmetry 974

diversity is present. However, to drop below a benchmark 975

of 10 µs, we need to proceed to the asymmetry Level 5, 976

a highly unrealistic level which would not be encountered in 977
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operational networks. Similarly zero asymmetry (T = Z = 0),978

which also implies zero error, is, as we know, not realistic.979

Client geolocation errors. For both methods clients and980

servers make their geolocation available. Stratum-1 servers981

know their location accurately. We expect results to be insensi-982

tive to errors in client locations, as 1km corresponds, at 2c/3,983

to only 5.0 µs in the worst case. Repeating our experiments984

with geolocation errors added to all clients, we found that the985

changes in average offset errors were bounded by 1 µs for986

location errors below 1km: a street address suffices.987

VIII. GENERALIZING SBBE TO K-SBBE988

The SBBE method can be readily generalized to incorporate989

partial routing information. The basic idea is simple: if it were990

known that the c " s path passed through a localizable node a,991

then c " a " s could be approximated by two great circles,992

each with a SoL bound, resulting in a larger, tighter lower993

bound on the OWD.994

We establish our route ground truth as follows. Consider995

a (c, s) pair, set up as in Section VII-A, with global path996

parameters (r, a; d!, d"). For the forward c " s path we can997

define a consistent underlying route with N intermediate nodes998

as follows. For simplicity we express ‘distances’ on the Earth’s999

surface as latencies by scaling by the SoL in fibre.1000

(i) Place N nodes equidistantly on the c " s great circle,1001

(ii) select a random relative displacement di for each node i1002

such that
$

i di = 1, and a random orientation oi $ {N, S},1003

(iii) given a perturbation amplitude P , perturb node i by a1004

distance P ·DSoL ·di in the direction oi at right angles to the1005

great circle, and record the resulting perturbed delay D(P ) as1006

the sum of the N + 1 per-hop great circle distances,1007

(iv) finalize the route by finding (numerically), the unique1008

amplitude P = P % such that D(P %) = d!.1009

The above procedure is repeated for the s " c direction1010

to determine a reverse path with OWD matching d". For1011

simplicity, we use the same value of N , as well as the1012

same {di} and {oi}, ensuring that the paths in each direction1013

roughly follow each other.1014

We will assume the client is given the locations and order1015

of K ( 0 of the N intermediate nodes on each path, and that1016

these are the ‘same’ in each direction (same node indices). The1017

client can then form SoL lower bounds d!
L and d"

L obeying1018

DSoL # d!L # d!, DSoL # d"L # d" based on summing,1019

in each direction separately, the K + 1 great circle ‘hop’1020

distances between the known nodes. When K = 0 the above1021

reduces to the SBBE case where d!L = d"L = DSoL, however1022

d!
L )= d"L when K > 0. If K = N , then the round-trip route is1023

fully known, and so the asymmetry bound width is zero since1024

d!
L = d! and d"L = d".1025

In the results to follow, we assume that each client connects1026

to its 20 closest servers, using the same value of N = 101027

for each. As before, results are averaged over all clients,1028

and zero congestion assumed. We explore the (r, a) space1029

by selecting r = F · 2DSoL using inflation factors F =1030

{1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0}, and for each of these, asymmetries1031

corresponding to Z = {0, 0.6, 0.9} using the SoL-bound1032

respecting parameterization of the previous section. In addi-1033

tion, the result using the parameters from Section VII-B1034

Fig. 14. Offset bound width (top left) and RMSE (top right) as a function of
K , for different route parameters (legend applies to both plots). Asymmetry
levels Z = {0, 0.6, 0.9} are distinguished via plotting symbol {none,
circle, diamond}. Bottom plot: Z dependence of error with F = 1.4. The
dependence is roughly unimodal and symmetric for each K .

(F $ [1.2, 1.8], model based a), is included for comparison. 1035

Note that large Z does not necessarily mean high asymmetry 1036

in an absolute sense, but rather extreme asymmetry relative to 1037

what is possible, given the value of r and the SoL bounds. 1038

Figure 14 (top left plot) shows how the bound width drops 1039

with K , each curve being for a different (r, a) parameterized 1040

by (F, Z). Each curve is monotonic decreasing in K because 1041

of the following: for each (c, s) pair, when K = 1 the 1042

node is chosen randomly. When increasing to K = 2, the 1043

first node is retained, and a second randomly chosen from 1044

the remainder, and so on. The monotonic result reflects the 1045

expected strict tightening of bounds as routing knowledge 1046

increases. We also see the expected monotonic behaviour 1047

w.r.t. the other parameters: for F fixed (same color) the curves 1048

are nested w.r.t. Z , and for Z fixed (same symbol) the curves 1049

are nested w.r.t. F , with tighter bounds in the direction of 1050

greater asymmetry and shorter routes respectively. Bounds are 1051

roughly halved when half the route is known. 1052

The top right plot in Figure 14 gives the correspond- 1053

ing results for average offset error. The error dependence 1054
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w.r.t. K and F is analogous to that of the bound width,1055

as expected. The dependence w.r.t. asymmetry however is1056

quite different: errors are zero, for all K and F , in the zero1057

asymmetry case (Z = 0), where our estimator, defined as the1058

centre of the bound, is exactly correct. On the other hand full1059

asymmetry (Z = 1, not shown), would also result in zero error1060

as a byproduct of zero bound width. There is a trade off as1061

higher asymmetry tightens bounds, but also pushes the true1062

values toward the bound edges, initially increasing error.1063

To explore this non-linear behaviour in Z more fully, the1064

bottom plot provides, for F = 1.4 (other values are very1065

similar), plots of error as a function of Z on a much finer1066

grid (here for each fixed (c, s, r) the asymmetry sign is also1067

fixed as Z varies). For each value of K we find a curve with1068

a similar unimodal shape, with error vanishing at Z = {0, 1}1069

as expected, and a peak at Z = Z%(K) that is close to 0.5.1070

The approximate symmetry about Z = 0.5 is in fact a result1071

of spatial averaging over clients. For the curve pertaining to1072

a single client (and the 20 closest servers it obtains bounds1073

from), the peak is typically seen at high or low Z, and in some1074

cases the curve is not even unimodal. These results again show1075

that the effect of bound reduction can vary strongly depending1076

on the details of the paths to the servers.1077

Finally, we note that to achieve errors in the tens of µs1078

range with this worst (average) case of achievable relative1079

asymmetry (Z% = 0.5), low values of F are required. Based1080

on the location of the empirical curve in the top right plot in1081

Figure 14, the average value in the network is not far from1082

this unfortunate value. Errors reduce to zero when K = N , but1083

just as for the bound width, significant reductions (on average)1084

are not achieved by only knowing one or two nodes.1085

IX. CONCLUSION: TOWARD µs SYNCHRONIZATION1086

Our study addresses the problem of client offset estimation1087

in Internet time synchronization, focusing on its least tractable1088

component: path asymmetry. Assuming reasonable quality1089

client clock algorithms, reducing asymmetry induced error1090

is the essential requirement to bring Internet client clock1091

synchronization from milliseconds (the current standard) to1092

microseconds, which is our goal.1093

We provide a theoretical framework that describes the1094

direct relationship between offset error and the underlying1095

path characteristics of the minimal RTT, and path asymmetry.1096

We quantify the extent of asymmetry in the Internet by1097

exploiting a unique empirical study based on high-accuracy1098

OWD measurements. Although it has limitations, the result1099

is the most detailed and accurate view of Internet asymmetry1100

we are aware of, and the only one capable of supporting the1101

kind of investigations we pursue here. We are the first to1102

measure, report on, and explain, the presence of intra-server1103

structures in asymmetry, and the significant errors in asymme-1104

try measurement that would result from ignoring them. These1105

results are basis for an empirical model that we use to explore1106

the likely impact of asymmetry jitter and bound tightening.1107

We show how the former can inflate offset and how the latter1108

can decrease errors considerably, but not enough to reach our1109

goal. These findings are generic. They are informed by, but1110

not fundamentally dependent upon, the details of the empirical1111

model, or congestion model assumptions. Since this barrier is1112

intrinsic, we turned to two models of extrinsic information to 1113

proceed further. 1114

In SBBE, we exploit physical SoL limits to provide rigorous 1115

bounds that can tighten asymmetry intervals from individ- 1116

ual client server pairs, magnifying the benefits of bound 1117

tightening. In LBBE, landmark servers provide clients with 1118

approximate delay bound information derived from reliable 1119

measurement of the inter-landmark network, plus SoL bounds. 1120

For each method bound reductions were significant, but still 1121

insufficient. We show that server density, which controls the r 1122

of the closest server to clients, is a key controlling factor. 1123

To proceed further without the implied cost of increasing 1124

server density, we extended SBBE to K-SBBE, where a client 1125

has access to the location of K nodes along the route (in 1126

each direction) to servers. This offers an in-principle pathway 1127

to zero offset error, for sufficiently large K . We also discov- 1128

ered and explained the non-linear relationship of asymmetry 1129

induced error as a function of asymmetry, and characterized 1130

the worst case. However we found that low perturbations from 1131

SoL, and/or route information well beyond just one or two 1132

nodes, are needed to enter the sub-10 µs error regime for 1133

average clients, who cannot be assumed to be only 1ms or 1134

less away from stratum-1 servers, or to enjoy either extreme, 1135

or negligible, path asymmetry. 1136

To summarise, to move toward a practical 10 µs benchmark 1137

requires, in addition to bound tightening techniques and SoL 1138

bounds, more detailed knowledge of (calibrated) network 1139

routing by clients or landmarks, together with close servers, 1140

with server diversity being, finally, less important. To move 1141

to 1 µs would require, in addition, calibration within client 1142

operating systems themselves, and remains very challenging 1143

in the Internet context, though not impossible. 1144

Our insights are robust, based on fundamental considera- 1145

tions that control how asymmetry interacts with timekeeping. 1146

They are not reliant on the simplicity of the network models 1147

we have chosen. For example if network congestion were 1148

more severe in nature and/or magnitude, then clients would 1149

require more measurements than reported here to achieve 1150

the same results. But this would only make dealing with 1151

asymmetry harder, it does not change the conclusions that to 1152

have a chance of combating asymmetry, bound tightening is an 1153

important but insufficient weapon, and that routing information 1154

is needed to go further. Reducing the impact of asymmetry is 1155

not easy, we believe we have identified the core ‘physics’ and 1156

challenges and shone a light on how it may be done. 1157

X. A NOTE ON DEPLOYMENT 1158

Broad deployment of our methods would require client 1159

time synchronization software updates, and server updates 1160

in the case of LBBE landmark servers. We envision the 1161

client-side implementation as an extension to NTP rather than 1162

a replacement since we only focus on one (critical) aspect 1163

of client synchronization. Similarly, we envision a server-side 1164

implementation as an extension of current server software. 1165

Client time synchronization software that implements our 1166

method would either need to include a preconfigured set of 1167

reference servers (common in NTP) or a service similar to 1168

NTP Pool [7] that redirects client request to available reference 1169

servers, or the landmark network. While it would add some 1170
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Fig. 15. Central zoom showing the loose transition gap around 280 ms corresponding, roughly, to US versus European servers. A sequence of step changes
in minimum OWD in one direction only, increases both r and a by equal amounts, resulting in a linear structure in an (r, a) plot. Here these lines manifest
as slightly curved as relative asymmetry T is plotted instead of a. Many examples of this can be seen. If instead a sequence of changes in OWD occur that
are of equal magnitude and sign in each direction, then a is left invariant, and so these manifest as near horizontal lines in the (r, T ) plot. These are rarer but
do occur. Finally, a sequence of equal and opposite changes in OWD leave r invariant, resulting in vertical lines. Several of these can be seen: they are the
signature of server errors!

Fig. 16. Closer zoom showing the central body of values, mainly from the US. Structures from single-direction routing change sequences are everywhere.

complexity, we argue that the latter is preferable since the1171

redirection service could be designed to match clients to1172

servers that are nearby (similar in spirit to redirection used1173

in CDNs).1174

While our method does not require any change to time 1175

server infrastructure (i.e., the stratum hierarchy), it does 1176

require additional configuration to establish measurements 1177

between landmark servers, and access to routing databases 1178
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and IP path tracing to determine and track the nodes needed1179

by K-SBBE. Although it is beyond the scope of this paper to1180

describe in detail how it would be done, there is no impediment1181

to reliably identifying (and geo-locating) a number of the1182

more prominent and stable landmarks along a route (e.g., in1183

IXPs or co-location centers). We envision configurations to be1184

relatively stable.1185

Our method only adds a small amount of traffic to the1186

existing timing infrastructure. NTP clients already periodically1187

probe multiple servers. Thus, the only additional traffic would1188

be the inter-landmark measurements, which we argue is trivial.1189

APPENDIX1190

We provide additional zoomed views of the scatterplot of1191

measured relative asymmetry T against r displayed in full in1192

Figure 3. Each point corresponds to a (r, a) measurement made1193

across a single Clear Zone. Points from the same server share1194

the same color. The routing induced structures seen often show1195

a and T changing substantially, even radically.1196
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